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    2020 was “unprecedented” as Fear stalked the world, fear of contagion or unknowingly infecting 

others, fear of “the other,” fear of the next Executive Action, fear of financial insecurity.  Albuquerque 

Monthly Meeting found strength in compassion, community and connection as Spirit moved in and 

through us.  We find it was a remarkably harmonious year.  Before Meeting for Business for Worship we 

reminded ourselves to recognize Indigenous people and their land on which we meet.  We are at the 

beginning of what this may mean to us.  

    Leaving care of the closed Meeting House to the Building and Grounds committee and a team of 

volunteers, Spirit manifested electronically as Zoom meetings hosted by tech-savvy Friends. We were 

surprised we could have something like a Gathered Meeting in virtual reality. 

    We kept worship and committees together and included geographically distant Friends—an 

advantage that will endure.  We remain mindful of those unable to use the medium and miss their 

presence.  A thoughtful Friend prepared and sent a transcript of testimonials during Meeting for 

Worship to absent as well as attending Friends, recording attendance of 30-45 each Sunday. 

 

    During the COVID pandemic, a small group responded to people who required special support. 

Groceries were purchased and delivered, masks made, and people driven to appointments. We also set 

up phone calls and a check-in for people isolated by the need to stay home and safe.   

 

    Worship and Ministry made extra efforts to nurture the spiritual well-being of the Meeting.  We added 

special worship to help allay Friends’ concerns during the election and after. In response to 

profound isolation caused by the pandemic we created Friendly Circles, small zoom pods for 

socialization and spiritual support.  Break-out rooms after Meeting encouraged the welcoming of our 

increasing numbers of newcomers and conversations among long-time members and attendees.  

Reaching out virtually to regional clerks, we enthusiastically explored ways to work together. 

    -Weekly Light, spiritual writings of our own and others was sent (by Newsletter and electronically) to 

members and the wider Quaker community. 

    -Adult Education sessions were integral to keeping the Spirit alive.  Adult Ed, worship sharing, and 

contemplative reading all transitioned online with surprising grace.   Two series, Vocal Ministry and 

Practical Mysticism, engaged many in deep conversation about the essence of our faith and practice.   In 

2020 our inward practices group (the Contemplative Reading group) "spun off" an outward series to 

support our antiracist work, beginning in 2021 a series on Howard Thurman's Jesus and the Disinherited.                   

Our online sessions allow us to invite Friends to join us who wouldn't otherwise be able, both local and 

from Meetings across the region. 

 

    Sanctuary Task Force and Building and Grounds led Meeting to reaffirm commitment as a Sanctuary 

Church. In the time of COVID the Sanctuary Task Force, working with Building and Grounds, was called to 

attend to others in need of sanctuary in our community.  With the Meeting House closed and 

unattended, we continued providing unhoused neighbors a water spigot and outlet for charging devices. 

However, displaced by the City, they and their carts began to cluster on our grounds.  Frightened 

neighbors reported nighttime parties.  The two committees worked closely to address challenges and 

meet needs, striving for safety of people, neighbors and of the grounds.  Recent effort is to build support 

for a greater range of housing options. 

 



    Finance Committee enjoyed facilitating AMM’s Spirit-infused generosity in the provision of funds to 

other organizations while also updating our member directory, setting up a Facebook page, adding a 

PayPal donation button on our regular website, getting our employees on proper contracts with 

unemployment compensation, and nearly wrapping up an internal financial review of fiscal year 2019 - 

results to be reported early in 2021.  The offer of a sizable amount of seed money toward new 

construction prompted the formation of an ad hoc committee to seek the sense of the Meeting both for 

the nature of the building and the welfare and comfort of members and their families. 

 

    Albuquerque Monthly Meeting committed to an internal assessment of racism in early 2020.   COVID 

restrictions curtailed our ability to conduct it.  However, AMM enthusiastically adopted our Native Land 

Acknowledgement, as well as a query about becoming an actively anti-racist faith community.  The 

Whiteness Study Group meets monthly and provided a 6-month online class titled, Undoing Racism in 

Ourselves, our Meeting and the Community.  We continue work on the internal assessment and AMM's 

anti-racism commitment. 

 

    The Presence of Spirit within Peace and Social Concerns committee was reflected by regular meetings, 

smooth functioning, active engaged members, good follow-up, and stronger relationships:  Albuquerque 

Interfaith, AFSC (local and national), Peace and Justice Center, Congregation Albert and care for 

unhoused neighbors led by Sanctuary Task Force.  

    Before COVID Spirit inspired a fund for Right Sharing emergency donations.  During the pandemic we 

carefully researched ways to provide the best aid (supported by the Finance Committee) to:  migrants 

(Seguimos Adelante in Cd. Juárez), Indigenous people (Pueblo Relief Fund, Navajo COVID Fund, 

Americans for Indian Opportunity), unhoused neighbors (Healthcare for the Homeless, One Albuquerque 

Fund).   

    An FCNL advocacy group was formed but interrupted by pandemic restrictions.   

 

    The AMM Children’s meeting adapted to the new requirements as well. We left our home in the 

Meetinghouse basement for dining room tables in order to connect with the other families and the 

teacher online. The Meeting added the curriculum coordinator position last year to provide consistency 

and quality to the First Day School program. After some struggle a new routine was established for 

meeting second and fourth Sunday’s during Meeting for Worship. The curriculum coordinator produces 

lessons and meets with Junior Young Friends to review the lesson, prepare materials, and promote 

fellowship in virtual gatherings or in a socially distanced manner. The materials are then delivered to the 

younger children. Finally, the coordinator meets with the children and their families for lessons, crafts, 

and songs. At the end of the hour the families join Meeting for Worship for introductions. 

 

New Members and Members who passed 

• María José Ramos transferred membership from Pima, Arizona Meeting 

• Friend Gail Taylor (several times AMM Presiding Clerk) moved back to England and we miss her 

• Long-time Friend Russell Doss passed on and is greatly missed 


